
Geology 111:

Principles of Geology



Geology in the news

…rarely a good thing



Magnitude 8.9 earthquake
2:46 PM March 11, 2011 (12:46 AM EST)
370 km NE of Tokyo, focal depth ~25 km
~ 80 km E of Honshu



Tuesday, August 23 2011 1:51 PM

Earthquake!

in Virginia????

felt along entire east coast

damage at National Cathedral in DC



Hurricane Irene, August 28 2011
Shelburne Falls, MA





Geology 111: 
“I want to change the way that you look at the world”

How did it get this way?
What can I observe to test my ideas?



GEOL 111:    Syllabus

LECTURES:  MWF 12:00-12:50

LAB:   W 2-4 pm OR Th 8-10 am OR Th 2-4 pm

FACULTY: Peter Crowley 
 310 BEBU
 x2715 
 Office Hours: open door 
    (and for homework Th 1-2 pm)
 Dave Jones 
 312 BEBU
 x2714

TEXT: Earth: Portrait of a Planet, S. Marshak, 
   THIRD Edition (2nd ed may be used)



   Portrait of a Planet
3rd edition

Post- Katrina



   3rd edition
Post- Katrina



   2nd edition
Pre- Katrina



   2nd edition   3rd edition



LAB: Lab and write-up can be completed within the lab period. 
Some labs will be field trips Dress to be outside Bring adequately warm 
outer clothing and heavy footwear to lab.  (10% of final grade)

FIELD TRIP: All-day field trip, Sunday, October 23. 
      (5% of final grade)

EXAMS: 3 non cumulative one-hour exams.
 I: Fri Oct 7    (15% of final grade)
 II: Mon, Nov14   (15% of final grade)
 III: Wed, Dec 14   (15% of final grade)

HOMEWORK: Quasi-weekly assignments ~1-2 long
Generally handed out on Fridays and due the following Friday.

      (10% of final grade)
FINAL PROJECT: 
Last 2 labs. Due Dec 22 –last day of exam period

      (30% of final grade)



ATTENDANCE: 
Class, Lab, and Field Trip attendance is required. 
On-time arrival for lectures and labs is an important courtesy.
Take notes in class.

READING: Whether reading assignments are completed 
immediately before or immediately after the related lecture is a 
personal choice. Do what
seems to serve you best.
Reading assignments are required. 

WRITTEN ASSIGNMENTS: 
Lab write-ups are due at the end of lab. 
Homework must be completed on time. 
Labs, homework exercises, and the final project are intended to be 
collaborative but all write-ups must be your own, individual work.



Formation of the earth:

When?

How?

How do we know ?



Formation of the earth:

When?          4 and a half billion years ago

How?         Condensation of solar nebula

How do we know ? 

Stars in our galaxy that may be forming planets
now

Debris in our solar system (meteorites) that 
either never formed planets or formed small 
planets that have broken up



Sun and solar system 
formed as a second 
generation star ~4.5 billion 
years ago following a  
supernova explosion 

Gravitational 
attraction soon 
formed a disk-like 
solar nebula 

sun 

planets 



Eagle nebula (M16) molecular cloud 

Solar nebula formed from the collapse of a molecular cloud 



Eagle nebula (M16) molecular cloud 

Mixture of gas (largely H) and dust  



Gravity collapses the 
nebula into a central 
mass:         the sun

Angular momentum  
spins that mass out into a 
disk:         the planets

hot: only 
“dust” 
condenses

cool: dust 
and ices 
condense Sun goes nuclear

Temperature 
decreases out from 
sun



Formation of the earth:

How?         Condensation of solar nebula

Sun is a second-generation star –remnant of a supernova. 
Gravity causes some of the supernova debris to clump 
together.
The debris spins creating a disk.
Gravity compresses the sun until it becomes a fusion 
reactor.
Planets form from debris in the disk around the sun.
Icy planets in the cooler outer solar system and rocky ones 
like Earth in the warmer inner solar system

When??



Meteorites: remnants from planet formation  



Asteroid:  
small planetary  
body 



Collisions between asteroids produces small fragments 





Some of the fragments land on Earth: meteorites 



Contain melted/crystallized  
globules of cosmic dust 

4.5 billion 
years old



Fractured by  
asteroid break up 



rock types not found 
on earth 



Meteorites: remnants from planet formation  

4.5 billion years 
old



4.5 Ga of GEOLOGY on Earth 
has produced a layered structure  



Crust: low density 
rocks

Mantle: high 
density rocks

Core: very high 
density metal

core



Stony meteorites: analog for Earth’s mantle 
  composed of the minerals olivine and pyroxene 



Iron meteorites: analog for Earth’s core 
  composed of the iron-nickel alloy 



mechanical layers
lithosphere: rigid & strong
asthenosphere: plastic & 
weak
mesosphere: plastic but 
stronger 

mechanical
layering 

chemical layers
crust: low density silicate
mantle: medium density 
silicate
core: iron-nickel metal 




